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NCCM® NS
The Soft Touch solution—eliminates scratches and ensures mirror finish surface processing

NCCM® NS delicately handles the most specialized surfaces to reduce material damage and the resulting material waste. If product rejection costs are increasing due to scratches or gouges, NCCM® NS is a worthwhile investment.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

NCCM N-SERIES PRODUCT

NCCM® NS
Value-Add Nonwoven Rolls
Custom-engineered for multiple positions in coil & sheet processing

SOFT TOUCH scratch avoidance and debris absorbing springer roll for highly demanding metal surfaces

This chart is meant to give an overview and does not provide any formal guarantees for any line. Please contact an NCCM representative for further recommendations and technical support.

NCCM® NS
Value-Add Nonwoven Rolls
Custom-engineered for multiple positions in coil & sheet processing

FEATURES
- Soft Touch technology, more conformable construction
- Longer life
- Self-healing
- Cut resistant
- Repairability
- Fluid control
- High coefficient of friction
- Porosity

BENEFITS
- Reduced marking on strip
- Increased quality of transportation of valuable materials
- Reduced edge wetness
- Absorption of fine debris

For more information visit us online at NCCMCO.com or contact us at sales@nccmco.com